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transmitted directly to the PLID source, for cases where it is preferable.
trap system is designed in such a way that, when deactivated, the ISOLDE beam can be
investigation of a large number of isotopes of non surface-ionizable elements. The Paul
tained with this method should approach 100% of ions entering the trap. It will allow the
ISOLDE beam and deliver it to the ion cooler as an ion bunch The efficiency ob
be installed in the middle of 1994. This system can decelerate and collect the continuous
3. After testing at the McGill University in Montreal, a Paul trap ion beam buncher will
and the PLID source are presently under test in Mainz.
not only-direct but also absolute mass determinations will be possible. The new cooler
scale. These clusters will then be used for the calibration of the magnetic field. Hence,
source will enable the creation of carbon clusters from a graphite catcher over a large mass
limited by the release and ionization efficiency of the collected species. In addition, the
with 10‘3 obtainable with the present set-up. The total eiiiciency will then be mainly
efficiency for these bunches in the ion cooler is expected to reach 100%, to be compared
face with a short intense laser pulse, thereby producing a, short ion bunch. The capture
then released and ionized (if the element is surface-ionizable) by heating the catcher sur
source will be installed. The ISOLDE beam will be collected on an appropriate catcher,
2. Simultaneously with the ion cooler, a pulsed laser induced desorption (PLID) ion
cooling times with high mass selectivity.
trap, which will accept a large phase space volume of the incoming beam and give short
of a 5T superconducting magnet providing the field for an elongated cylindrical Penning
1. A new Penning trap ion cooler will be installed in the beginning of 1994. It will consist
elements produced at ISOLDE. To achieve this, the following steps will be performed:
the surface-ionizable elements [1-3]. In the near future it will be extended to most of the
A of radioactive nuclei with an accuracy of 10'7. Presently the investigations are limited to
The Penning trap mass spectrometer ISOLTRAP allows measurements of the masses
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view]. The onset of a rotati0nal·like band of excited states built on low-lying 0+ states
energy in the region around the proton shell closure at Z=82 [see ref.8 for a recent re
structure studies. This arises from the appearance of shape coexistence at low excitation
III. Precise mass measurements of Hg, Au and Pt isotopes are of interest in nuclear
the masses we would measure by well-known cz—decay chains.
precise determination of the masses of around 50 additional isotopes which are linked to
that could be measured with our set-up. The knowledge of these masses would allow
are around 40 isotopes of Hg, Au and Pt with unknown masses, or having large errors,
the cv—decay energies, with a precision close to that for the direct measurement. There
latter could be determined from the knowledge of the mass of one nucleus in the chain and
quite often these isotopes are linked via an or—chain to other nuclei. The masses of the
II. For a number of lighter Hg, Au and Pt isotopes the masses are unknown Moreover,
along the nuclear mass ”backbone”. The need for such measurements is pointed out in
keV. Our measurements would resolve this puzzle and remove the only left over weak point
isotopes While the masses have estimated errors of 3 keV, the discrepancy is about 20
I. There exists a long-standing discrepancy in the mass values for stable and heavier Hg
The motivation for such measurements is manifold:
This letter of intent concerns precise mass measurements of Hg, Au and Pt isotopes.
ing the storage time or the decay mode.
Then the laser desorption and ionization is performed. Here there is no limitation regard
B. If the PLID technique is used, the decay takes place on the beam collecting catcher.
energy is too large for the Paul trap’s phase space acceptance.
This method will not be applicable to isotopes produced via cz—decay, because their recoil
,___ of interest. An upper limit for the storage time of the order of some minutes is expected.
A. The isotopes may be stored in the Paul trap and kept there until they decay to those
as decay products of the available ones. Two techniques may be used:
elements which are not only available as on-line beams at ISOLDE, but may be obtained
Due to this improvements, it will be possible to investigate the isotopes of many
COMPLIS experiment
the studies of nuclear moments and charge radii (eg. and is presently applied in the
method is around 10"". The PLID+RIMS technique was already applied at ISOLDE in
means of time-of—flight (TOF) (for background reduction). The expected efficiency of this
appropriate wavelengths. In addition, the ions created in resonance are mass selected by
Here, the desorbed atoms are resonantly excited and finally ionized with laser pulses of
if it is supplemented by the resonance ionization mass spectroscopy (RIMS) technique.
4. The non surface—ionizable elements may be also investigated with the PLID method,
